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also to the coupling to the elastic waves whose velocities
depend on the direction.

If 0 is close to the cv"s, no clear separation of thermal
wave propagation and diffusion of heat is possible. The
situation can be analyzed by plotting our result [see
Eq. (89b)] for the heat response function. We have
done this explicitly for a specialized case.

The quasiparticle interaction, described by I, has
been taken into account throughout the paper. Although
this does not seem to be of direct experimental interest
for low temperatures in a crystal, it might be of im-
portance for higher values of To. Equation (19) shows
how one has to determine I experimentally.

Obviously the theory developed is very closely
related to the problems of deriving hydrodynamic
equations for superQuid He"."" There it is known that
~(p) varies strongly with temperature if rotons are
excited. Our technique could be of interest in this field.
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In order to test thermal-transport theories with data involving readily calculable phonon scattering
rates, the thermal conductivity of LiF has been measured between 1 and 100'K, first for a series of iso-
topically pure crystals with sandblasted surfaces ranging in mean width from 1 to 7 mm, and then for a
series of crystals ranging in isotopic content-of VLi from 99.99 to 51 jo. These data are used to investigate
Casimir s theory, the boundary scattering mechanism, and the importance of normal processes in LiF.
Sandblasted crystals at the lowest temperatures are found to exhibit a boundary-limited conductivity pro-
portional to crystal width and the cube of the temperature, in agreement with Casimir s theory. However,
the proportionality constant is strongly influenced not only by the sandblasting procedure but also by
dislocations in the crystal interior. Further measurements, coupled with annealing studies and etch-pit
counts, show that dislocations introduced near the crystal surface during sandblasting play a major role
in the frequency-independent surface scattering of phonons assumed in Casimir s theory. The importance
of normal processes is assessed by comparing both the boundary and isotope data with conductivities calcu-
lated from Callaway's model with normal processes neglected. Berman and Brock have already fitted
similar isotope data with Callaway s theory, and normal processes played a crucial part in the fit. The
present fits demonstrate the necessity of considering normal processes in LiF by showing that, though
boundary data can be matched, even a determined eRort to match the isotope data does not succeed when
normal processes are neglected. Furthermore, normal processes are shown to provide the only mechanism for
improving the fit.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE importance of crystal boundaries and isotopic
composition in determining the low-temperature

thermal conductivity of dielectric crystals has been
known since observation of the former effect by de Haas
and Biermasz" and recognition of the latter effect by
Herman et al. ' and Slack. 4 Despite considerable further
investigation of these effects, no adequate effort has

f This work was supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission and the Advanced Research Projects Agency.* Present address: Sandia Laboratory, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.' W. J. de Haas and Th. Biermasz, Physica 2, 673 (1935}.' W. J. de Haas and Th. Biermasz, Physica 4, 752 (1937).'R. Berman, E. L. Foster, and J. M. Ziman, Proc. Roy. Soc.
(London) A237, 344 (1956).

4 G. Slack, Phys. Rev. 105, 829 (1957); Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 3,
113 (1956).

been made either to measure them carefully in the same
crystal or to exploit the advantages of using them to-
gether as a test of thermal-conductivity theory. It
is to these problems that the work reported here is
addressed. '

The observation by de Haas and Biermasz of a
reduction in the conductivity on approaching their
lowest temperatures was explained to them' by Peierls
as a boundary effect. The phonon mean free path does
not increase without limit as the temperature is de-
creased, but is limited by collisions with the crystal
walls. This effect was further studied by Makinson'
and especially by Casimir, v who calculated the con-

' Part of this work was reported previously in Bull. Am. Phys.
Soc. 10, 616 (196S).

6 R. E. B.Makinson, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 34, 474 (1938}.' H, B. G. Casimir, Physica 5, 495 (1938).
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ductivity when phonons scatter only at diffusely
reQecting crystal walls, The isotope effect, on the other
hand, was observed only after Pomeranchuck' predicted
it. He used perturbation theory to calculate the scat-
tering of phonons by variations in isotopic mass in a
crystal. The result was later corrected as to numerical
constant by Klemens, ' extended by Carruthers, ' and
rederived using Green's functions by IQein. " As a
consequence both of these theoretical studies and of the
relative simplicity of the scattering mechanisms them-
selves, the relaxation rates for phonon scattering by
boundaries and isotopes are the two best-known phonon
relaxation rates in crystals.

Not well known, however, is how to start froiii given
phonon relaxation rates and compute the thermal con-
ductivity. Peierls" did work out a complete quantum-
mechanical theory of thermal conductivity, but the
necessary comparison with experiment could not be
made without recourse to approximations developed
by Klemens "Ziman, '4 and Callaway. "Callaway" has
since shown that his theory includes Ziman's in the
limit of strong normal processes, and Callaway's basic
approach has been justi6ed in turn by Nettleton"
and Krumhansl. ' More recently, Guyer and Krum-
hansl" have obtained still another representation for
thermal conductivity.

In spite of the proliferation of theories and a like in-
crease in data, both of which are reviewed by clemens"
and Carruthers, "few theories could be validated with
confidence. It is for just such a validation that the
boundary and isotope effects are most important. Since
the relaxation rates for phonon scattering by boundaries
and isotopes are well known, the only unknown in
fitting a theory to the experimental data is the theory
itself.

The boundary and isotope effects are also important
in their own right because the former dominates the
conductivity of pure crystals at the lowest temperatures
and the latter helps determine the height of the con-
ductivity maximum. These effects can be unraveled

by first studying the boundary effect alone in an

isotopically pure crystal. Such an experiment also offers
the advantage of studying the minimum number of

I. Pomeranchuck, J. Phys. U.S.S.R. 5, 237 (1942}.' P. G. Klemens, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A68, 1113 (1955)."P. Carruthers, Rev. Mod. Phys. 33, 92 (1961).
"M. V. Klein, Phys. Rev. 141, 716 (1966)."R.Z. Peierls, Ann. Physik 3, 1055 {1929);Quantum l"heory

of Solids (Clarendon Press, Oxford, England, 1956)."P. G. Klemens, Proc. Roy. Soc. {London} A208, 108 (1951);
in Solid State Physics, edited by F. Seitz and D. 'I'urnbull (Aca-
demic Press Inc. , New York, 1958), Vol. 7, p. 1.

'4 J. M. Ziman, Can. J. Phys. 34, 1256 {1956);Llectrons and
I'honons (Clarendon Press, Oxford, England, 1960)."J.Callaway, Phys. Rev. 113, 1046 (1959) ."J.Callaway, Phys. Rev. 122, 787 (1961)."R.E. Nettleton, Phys. Rev. 132, 2032 (1963).

~8 J.A. Krumhansl, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 85, 921 (1965) ."R. A. Guyer and J. A. Krumhansl, Phys. Rev. 148, 766
(1966};148, 778 (1966).

phonon-scattering processes: intrinsic scattering and
boundary scattering.

Before using boundary-effect data to test a theory at
all temperatures, it is 6rst necessary to verify Casimir's
prediction that the low-temperature boundary-limited
conductivity is proportional to the crystal width and
the cube of the temperature. The first successful ex-
periments to this end were reported by Berman, Simon,
and Ziman" and Herman, Foster, and Ziman. "%orking
with sapphires in the latter paper, they showed that
only chemically pure crystals with roughened (ground)
surfaces had a conductivity agreeing with Casimir s
predictions. They also computed modifications of
Casimir's theory for ciystals of finite length with varying
amounts of specular surface scattering, and they related
the reHection coefficient to the surface roughness. The
small range of crysta, l diameters investigated by Berman
et al. was extended by Dreyfus and Zadworny, " but
the necessary proportionality to temperature cubed was

not observed. Pohl" initiated boundary-effect studies
of LiF as well as the process of sandblasting a crystal
surface to ensure the diffuse phonon scattering assumed

by Casimir. Numerous investigators have since found
essential agreement with Casimir's theory, but no
systematic effort has been made either to verify this

theory or to use the boundary-effect data to test a
theory at higher temperatures.

The 6rst isotope-effect data were provided by Geballe
and Hull. '4 Their comparison of the conductivity of
two zone-rehned germanium crysta, ls showed the en-

riched '4Ge crystal to have a higher conductivity than
the crystal of natural isotopic composition. Ca1laway"
used their results to test his theory, though the test
was weakened by insufficient data and a meager knowl-

edge of intrinsic scattering rates. Berman et a/. 25 first
measured a series of isotopic additions by using LiF
crystals with varying amounts of 'Li and 'Li. Even
though the data extended over only a narrow tempera-
ture range, it was still possible to show that Klemens's

theory and an early formulation by Ziman couM not fit
the experimental results. Callaway and von Baeyer"
then attempted to 6t the LiF data with Callaway's

theory. The fit to the data was satisfactory, but the
presumably reliable numerical constant in the isotope
relaxation rate had to be increased by a factor of 5.
The isotope effect has also been measured for mixtures
of He3-He4, though strains and other effects complicate
interpretation of the results. Recent discussions are

~0 R. Berman, F. E. Simon, and J. M. Ziman, Proc. Roy. Soc.
(London) A220, 171 (1953).

~ R. Berman, E. L. Foster, and J. M. Ziman, Proc, Roy, Soc.
(London} A231, 130 (1955).

~' B.Dreyfus and F. Zadworny, J. Phys. Radium 23, 490 (1962).
~' R. O. Pohl, Phys. Rev 118) 1499 (1960).
'4 T. H. Geballe and G. W. Hull, Phys. Rev. 110, 773 (1958).
"R. Berman, P. T. Nettley, F. W. Sheard, A. N. Spenser,

R. W, H. Stevenson, and J. M. Ziman, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)
A253, 403 (1959).

26 J. Callaway and H. C. von Baeyer, Phys. Rev. 120, 1.149
(1960).
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given by Berman, Bounds, and Rogers" and by
Bertman et ul. 28 "

In order to extend the temperature and composition
range of the previous isotope-eGect mork in LiF and to
appraise the effects of impurities, more thorough in-
vestigations were undertaken at both Oxford and Cor-
nell. The Oxford data have already been reported by
Berman and Brockso and compared with Callaway's
theory. They Gnd good agreement between theory and
experiment, and normal processes play an important
part in their 6t. The Cornell data are included in the
pl esent paper and are compal ed wj.th Callam'ay s
theory with normal processes neglected. Such a com-
parison is undertaken in order to investigate carefully
and independently whether or not the success of
Berman and Brock can be achieved by a simpler ap-
proach similar to the one originally used by Callaway"
to 6t the germanium isotope-effect data and more
recently tested by Pohl" against KBr:KNO2 con-
ductivity data. In essence, the importance of normal
processes in LiF is under investigation.

G. EXPERIMENT

The apparatus and techniques for measuring low-
temperature thermal conductivity were standard in
most respects. ""An important difference mas the
use of a He exchange gas in the temperature range
1.2-2 K to decrease equilibrium times by shunting the
cryostat heat sink to the He bath. The cryostat
design is given by Worlock. 34

The temperature gradient along the crystal was
measured with matched 100-0, 0.1-% Allen-Bradley
resistors from 1—20 K and 1500-Q, 0.1-% Allen-Bradley
resistors from 4—100 K. In the important range 2—20 K
this choice of resistors maximized the sensitivity of the
25 Hz, narrow-band amplifier and bridge built by
Seward" to measure the resistances. Measurement
power dissipation in the resistors was held to 10 % be-
low 5'K and to 10 ' W above 5 K to avoid self-heating.

The primary temperature standard above 4.2 K
was a variable-volume He gas thermometer calibrated
by Moss. Below 4.2 K a Honeywell Type-II germanium

~~R. Berman, C. L. Bounds, and S. J. Rogers, Proc. Roy.
Soc. (London) A289, 66 (1965).

'8 B.Bertman, H. A. Fairbank, C. K. White, and M. J. Crooks,
Phys. Rev. 142, 74 (1966).

'9 B.Bertman, H. A. Fairbank, R. A. Guyer, and C. W. %hite,
Phys. Rev. 142, 79 (1966).

«'R. Berman and J. C. F. Brock, Proc. Roy. Soc. {Iondon)
A289, 46 (1965}."R. O. Pohl, Z. Physik 176, 358 (1963)."G. Slack, Phys. Rev. 105, 832 (1957).

'3 M. V. Klein, Ph.D. thesis, Cornell University, 1961
(unpublished).

~ j. M. %'orkock, Ph. D. thesis, Cornell University, 1962 (un-
published); Phys. Rev. 147, 636 (1966). A similar exchange gas
cryostat has been described by M. V. Klein and R. F. Caldwell,
Rev, Sci. Instr. 37, 1291 (1966}.

"W. D. Seward, Ph.D. thesis, Cornell University, 1965 (un-
published}; W. D. Seward and V. Narayanamurti, Phys. Rev.
148, 463 (1966).

resistor calibrated against the vapor pressure of liquid
He mas used. The advantages of such a resistor are dis-
cussed by %alker. 36 Both the germanium and carbon
resistors were very reproducible during 75 cyclings
from room to He temperatures, the germanium ther-
mometer remaining within 0.5% of its o:iginal cali-
bration and the carbon thermometers within 1% ex-

cept for the 6rst few cycles.
The measured data are expected to be in error by

less than 5% below 5 K and by less than about 10%
above. Most of this error arises from systematic devia-
tions in the temperature calibration and from the
computer's inability to 6t exactly the thermometer re-
sistances to a temperature calibration curve. Neverthe-
less, conductivities computed from the 100- and 1500-0
resistor data always agreed within 3% in the tempera-
ture overlap region, and conductivities measured for
one crystal with 1500-0 and then 4600-0 resistors agreed
within 1% in their overlap region from 20-77 K.
These results also show relative errors among measure-
ments to be much smaller than absolute errors.

The crystals measured came from three sources. LiF
of natural isotopic composition mas purchased from the
Harshaw Chemical Company no earlier than June
1963, to take advantage of the considerable increase in
purity of their LiF in recent years. LiF of special
isotopic composition was kindly loaned for both meas-
urement and regrowth by the Reactor Chemistry
Division of ORNL under the Research Materials
Program. The puriication and growth of LiF at Oak
Ridge is described by%eaver et al. '~ The third source of
LiF was through regrowth of ORNL and Harsham
starting material at the Cornell Crystal Groming
Facility. The resulting Cornell crystals are among the
purest yet grown mhen judged. by the height of the
thermal conductivity maximum, chemical analysis, and
optical absorption. The details of crystal gromth at
Cornell and Oak Ridge mill be reported. elsewhere.

Spectrographic analysis by the Cornell Materials
Science Analytical Laboratory of the isotopically pure
boule used in this experiment showed copper, silicon,
magnesium, and aluminum as the only detectable im-
purities. They were present in concentrations of less
than j. ppm. Optical-absorption measurements of the
erst crystals gromn showed a strong, broad. optical-
absorption band at 3735 cm ' with narrow bands
varying in strength from crystal to crystal at 3670,
3629„and 3577 cm '. Measurements mere made on a
Beckman IR-7 spectrophotometer. These bands mere
ascribed to OH absorption" and were correlated both
with a band mhich peaked belom the 187-mp, cutoff of the
Cary Model 14 spectrophotometer and with a band at

"C.T. Walker, Phys. Rev. 132, 2461 (1963).
'7 C. F. cleaver et cl., Oak Ridge National Laboratory Report

No. ORNL-3341, 1964 (unpublished)."S.S. Ballard, L. S. Combes, and K. A. McCarthy, J. Opt.
Soc. Am. 41, 772 (1951); A. Deubner, G. Schreiber, and R.
Schubert, Optik 15, 734 (1958). See also Y. G. Stoebe, Bull. Am.
Phys. Soc. 11, 886 tt966).
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about 10 eV in the vacuum ultraviolet. A11 these bands
were eliminated in later crystals, but a band at 200 mp
remained, probably caused by an oxygen-containing
impurity as suggested by Akpinar" and Klein. 40 The
thermal conductivity was greatly reduced at low tem-
peratures whenever OH absorption was observed, btj.t
no correlation between thermal conductivity and the
200-mp band was found as the band varied in absorp-
tion constant from &5&I0 ' cm ' in one crystal to
0.5 cm ln another.

k kT 3 GIT

E=— X4e'

(e ') is a,n appropriately averaged sound velocity,
ra (x,T) is the total relaxation time for those mechanisms
relaxing the phonon distribution to the stationary
Planck distribution, and x=Aco/kT, where a& is the
phonon frequency. Equation (1) is equivalent to
Debye's" original expression for the thermal con-
ductivity and was erst obtained by Makinson' in the
form used here. In order to contrast Callaway's model
with the present approach, Eq. (1) will be referred to as
the Debye model.

The Debye model achieves its simplicity at the ex-

pense of numerous assumptions reviewed by Pohl. "
Perhaps the most important assumption involves the
neglect of normal processes. According to Callaway, I5

such an assumption amounts to the neglect in Eq. (1)
of a term proportional to P, r~r~ '[$,(X) $,]a&—,s,
r~—' is the normal process relaxation rate, E,(X) the

phonon distribution stationary for normal processes,

X, the actual phonon distribution, and ~, the fre-

quency of a phonon with wave vector q and velocity

s,. This term can be important when ra))r~ (strong
normal processes), is small when ra&(r~, and vanishes

when 7~ is independent of q because of the quasi-
momentum conserving properties of normal processes. "
The term may also be small because it is the difference

of two terms.
The Debye acoustic approximation, a),=vq, is also

assumed in the model and influences the values of
('8 ) and ra 1n Eq. (1). ('v ) and ra ale further depen"
dent on averages over phonon angular direction and

polarization. The polarization average may not be
too critical at low temperatures. Holland, "for instance,

"S.Akpinar, Ann. Physik 37, 429 (1940).
40 M. V. Klein, Phys. Rev. 122, 1393 (1961).
4'P. Debye, Vor&a'ge uber dhe Einetische Theone der Ma/eri

end der A/ec/nsiNP (B. G. Teubner, Berlin, 1914), pp. 17—60.
' M. G. Holland, Phys. Rev. 132, 2461 (1963). A more complete

treatment of the phonon distribution in an actual crystal has
recently been made by R. F. Caldwell and M. V. Klein, Bull.
Am. Phys. Soc. 12, 117 (1967).

III. THEORY

The neglect of normal processes in Callaway's"
theory results in the following expression for the lattice
thermal conductivity E:

TABLK I. Low-temperature sound velocities in Lip.

D ll ection

(100}

(110)

Polarization

Longitudinal
TransvcI'sc
Longitudinal
Transverse
TI'RnsvcI'sc
Longitudinal
TI'Rnsvcl sc

Velocity
(10' cm /sec)

6,87a
4 95a
7.49.
495
3.94
7.67
4.30

Averages by Houston's method:

(s ')a=(5.17X10') ' (em/sec) ',
(s ')H=(5.04&(10') ' (cm/sec) ',
(e ')H= (4.93&10') ' (cm/sec)- ',

vo,b5„=k8/k(6''g)~/3=4. 88+105 crn /sec.

' Measured in Ref. 45,

found that a 6t in which polarizations were averaged
matched silicon conductivity data from 2—100 K as
well as his approach in which the separate longitudinal
and transverse phonon contributions to the conductivity
were considered. However, above 200'K only Holland's
polarization separation method agreed with the data.

Velocity avera, ges were obtained by Houston's
method" " for lack of a more secure procedure.
Directional velocities to be included in Houston's
method were computed from low-temperature sound
velocities in LiF measured by Briscoe and Squire, "
the density, and equations reported by Betts et at.44

The varia, tion. of the density with isotopic composition,
about 2% for the present experiment, was neglected.
Isotopic composition has little effect on the lattice
parameter of LiF, at least at room temperature, as
shown by Thewlis. 46

Table I gives computed directional velocities in LiF
and some velocities averaged by Houston's method
(denoted by subscript H). The Debye velocity for LiF
is included for comparison, and vneb„. and (s-')rr —'"
agree within 1 jo as they should. The Debye velocity,
as well as the upper limit in Eq. (1), were computed
using 0'n ——722'K as reported by Scales. '~

The total relaxation rate vg ', which is inverted for
use in Eq. (1), is assumed to be given by the sum of
the relaxation rates for each individual scattering proc-
ess. In the present experiment, relaxation rates are
required for phonon scattering by boundaries, isotopes,
and umklapp processes.

4' W. V. Houston, Rev. Mod. Phys. 20, 161 (1948).
"D.D. Betts, A. B.Bhata, and Max Wyman, Phys. Rev. 104,

37 (1956}.
'5 C. V. Briscoe and C. P. Squire, Phys. Rev. 106, 1175 (1957).
4~ J. Thewlis, Acta Cryst. 8, 36 (1955).
4' W. M. Scales, Phys. Rev. 112, 49 (1958).

A. Boundary Scattering and Casimir'8 Theory

ILasimir's' ' expression for the boundary-limited
conductivity is given most directly by

K= (2s-s/15)(kT/A)'(s ')1.12d,
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where d is the mean width of a rectangular crystal. If d
is expressed in centimeters and (v 2) is set equal to
(v ')n, Eq. (2a) becomes

K=0.180dT' W cm ' deg-' (2b)

The (v ') appearing in Kq. (2a) was derived on the
assumption of isotropic velocities, and Table I shows
velocities in LiF to be quite anisotropic. However,
a direct solution for the boundary-limited conductivity
of LiF including the angular dependence of velocities
showed (v ') to be given by (v ') r» within 1%.It should
further be noted that the acoustic approximation for
velocities, which also enters into Casimir s theory, is
well met for the boundary effect in LiF because Scales4'
showed 0'n to be independent of temperature out to
14 K.

The boundary-limited conductivity can be obtained
from Eq. (1) by setting rs equal to the frequency-
independent boundary relaxation time 7-p. Since
boundary scattering dominates only at the lowest tem-
peratures, 0~/T~~; and when (v ') is taken from
Table I and 7 v is expressed in seconds, Kq. (1) becomes

X=7 88&(10'.'7+T' W cm ' deg ' (3)

In principle rv can now be calculated from Eqs. (2)
and (3). In practice, however, rv was chosen to make
Eq. (3) fit the low-temperature data. This procedure
was adopted because, though Eq. (2b) proved to be of
the correct form, the proportionality constant did not
quite describe the data.

B. Isotope Scattering

The isotope-scattering relaxation rate is given by
Klemens' and Carruthers' as

Qo(v ') m, '
-&o4+ f, 1——=Ax4T4.

4m. ' m

QD is the volume of a unit cell, f; the fraction of unit
cells having mass m;, and m the average mass. 00 was
obtained from the low-temperature lattice constant"
of a=2.00 A. The (v ') was taken as equal to (v ')H,
despite the fact that in calculating v~

—' it was assumed
that all polarization branches have the same velocity
and that that velocity is independent of angle and obeys
the acoustic approximation. Resulting values of A in
Kq. (4) as a function of the percentage of 'Li in LiF are
given in Table II for the crystals of this experiment.

C. Umklapp-Process Scattering

The relaxation rate for umklapp scattering is by far
the most dificult to treat theoretically, even after

"The low-temperature lattice constant was obtained from the
room-temperature value (Ref. 46) and the thermal expansion
data of H. Adenstedt )Ann. Physik 26, 69 (1936)j.See also G. Leib-
fried and W. Ludwig, in Solid State Physics, edited by I'. Seitz
and D. Turnbull (Academic Press Inc., New York, 1961), Vol.
12, p. 402.

making the serious single-mode approximation. How-

ever, most attempts at fitting experimental curves have
more or less successfully used a form for the umklapp
relaxation rate r ~ ' which combines results of Herring"
and Peierls":

rU ~ 0: G02Tns 8/bv— @2'(T)

This form was also chosen for the present work.
f(T) was computed by using Eq. (1) a,nd the Cornell

Computing Center's CDC 1604 computer to fit the
conductivity data of the largest isotopically pure LiF
crystal shown in Figs. 1 and 4. Only v~ ' and 7 p '
should then enter into rg ' since r~ '= 0 by assump-
tion. Any effects of residual impurities, which become
less important in less isotopically pure crystals, are in-
cluded in r p '. Once rv ' was determined using Eq. (3),
the integral was reduced to a form tabulated by Calla-
way" with limits 0 to ~. f(T) versus T could then be
determined and f(T) fit by an analytic function. The
resulting expression for 7 U

' was

erg '=106x' T'[e "~r+500e "'~r]sec ' ('&)

In view of the method of derivation, no great theoretical
or physical significance can be attached to the parame-
ters in this expression.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CHECK OF THEORY

A. Casimir's Theory

The most striking confirmation of the boundary effect
and Casimir s theory is shown in Fig. i. The inhuence
of crystal width on the low-temperature conductivity
is easily seen, and the predicted T' dependence is
evidenced by the straight lines of slope 3 on the graph
of logK versus logT. In order to ensure that only
phonon scattering by boundaries varied among the
crystals of Fig. 1, all crystals were cleaved from the
same isotopically and chemically pure boule, and all
were annealed before sandblasting the surfaces. Isotopic-
ally pure crystals were used because the T' region of
dominant boundary scattering extends to 6'K, whereas
increased isotope scattering in natural LiF limits the
T' region to below 4 K.

The T' dependence was checked routinely by plotting
KiT' versus T. Figure 2 shows t,he best such plot, ob-
tained after recalibrating the germanium thermometer,
and the exponent of T is seen to be 3.005 within 0.5'Po
from 1.25—6 K. The other plots, one including data
extended to 0.3 K by Seward, "gave the exponent as 3
within 2'%%uo. The uncertainty in the exponent came from
inaccuracies in the germanium thermometer calibra-
tion because the same pattern of scatter occurred on

C. Herring, Phys. Rev. 95, 954 (1954).
5 W. D. Seward, in Proceedings of the Ninth International

Conference on Low-TemPerature Physics, Columbus, Ohio, 1064,
edited by J. G. Daunt et al. (Plenum Press, Inc. , New York, 1965),
p. 1130.
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poo =

tOO —.

po-

scattering must therefore be a frequency-independent
phonon. process. Any dependence of rs on to= T(ka/A),
except for the unusual functional form f(to/T), would

change the temperature dependence of the conductivity
from the T' appearing before the integral in. Eq. (1).

The proportionality of conductivity to crystal vridth
d was determined by plotting E/T' versus d as shown

in Fig. 3. This 6gure includes data on all sandblasted
I.iF crystals measured to low temperatures in this ex-

periment except for data on two abraded crystals and
three containing dislocations. In particular, data on the
four crystals of Fig. 5 appear as the 6lled circles in

Fig. 3. The straight line gives the slope F/d T' averaged
for all the points. All crystals which were annealed

befog c sandblasting Ml on this curve, so by such

a procedure boundary scattering can be de6ned
exp erimentaH.

The form for the boundary-limited conductivity is
found from Figs. 2 and 3 to be

E(0 21~'0—02)dT' "'"+""W cm ' deg ' (6)

0.05—

I I I I

2 5 IO 20
TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES KELVIN

FIG. 1. Thermal conductivity of isotopically pure Lip showing
the efkct of boundaries for sandblasted crystals. Mean crystal
widths: (A) 7.25 mm, (8) 4.00 mm, (C) 2.14 mm, (D) 1.06 mm.
Solid curves are calculated from Eq. (1).

almost all plots. More recently, Harrison" has extended
data on curve (8) in Fig. 1 to 0.06'K using his de-
magnetization cryostat. A least-squares 6t to the data
gave the exponent of T as 3.005~0.007. Boundary
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when d is in centimeters. The 10'~ variation of the
proportionality constant includes the maximum varia-
tion of the data. Equation (6) agrees with theory in. the
form of Eq. (2b) except that, the experimental pro-
portionality constant, and thus the phonon mean free

path, is 15% larger than predicted. This 15% dis-

crepancy is of some consequence to the investigation of
boundary scattering, and it is important to trace the
source of the discrepancy to some specific difference be-
tween experiment and the assumptions of Casimir's

the oi"y.

Casimir did his calculations for crystals of infinite

length. Corrections for 6nite crystals must include end
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Pro. 2. Low-temperature thermal conductivity E divided by T'
and plotted against T. If E'~T", then for (A), n=3.020; (8),
n=3.005; (C), n=2.990. Curve (3) has been normalized to 1.00
W cm ' deg 4 at 10'K.

"J.P. Harrison (Corneii University, private communication).

Pro. 3. Low-temperature thermal conductivity E divided by
T' and plotted against mean crystal width for 15 measurements
and 13 different crystals. The vertical error bar on a point shows
the maximum variation of E/I' over the T' region. The horizontal
bar extends between the two widths of the rectangular crystal.
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effects and possible effects of the heat-Row geometry.
The heat Qow is mentioned because, rather than heat
entering and leaving symmetrically through the crystal
ends in this experiment, heat entered through a clamp
on the crystal side at the top and left through another
clamp on the opposite side at the bottom. Effects of
any resulting heat-Row asymmetry, such as nonplanar
isotherms or a nonlinear temperature gradient, were
minimized by placing gradient thermometers at least
two crystal widths from the crystal heater or heat sink,
and the resulting gradient was found to be linear within
5% below 4 K by a direct measurement using three
thermometers along a crystal. Furthermore, the parame-
ter of distance from thermometers to heat source or
sink in units of crystal width varied from 1.8 to 7.7
among the crystals for this experiment with no effect
on the measured conductivity. For one short, fat crystal,
however, the parameter was l.o. In this case the heat-
Aow geometry was important because the crystal failed
to give even a T' dependence until its ends were sand-
blasted. Crystal ends were normally left unsandblasted
to facilitate later optical measurements.

Other problems with the heat Qow were reduced by
minimizing AT, the temperature diRerence between
gradient thermometers. AT/T was never greater than
0.3% at any temperature and was usually about 0.1%
for the measurement of a datum point. No variation in
the low-temperature conductivity was noted when
AT/T was increased to 1% as a check. AT is also a
measure of the out-of-equilibrium phonon density, and
a small ET/T simplifies theoretical interpretation of
the data by ensuring that measurements are made using
only a small departure from the equilibrium phonon
distribution.

End-effect corrections for finite crystals have been
calculated by Berman et al. ,

""but their assumptions
of a symmetric heat Row and either all diRuse or all
specular reflection at the crystal ends were not met in
this experiment. If their correction were applied re-
gardless of those assumptions, the constant in Eq. (2b)
would be decreased between 3 and 10% for the crystals
of this experiment and become about 20% lower than
observed.

Casimir also assumed that phonons are not scattered
in the crystal bulk. Any frequency-dependent scattering
can be discounted in the T' region, but Worlock34 has
shown that impurity colloids can reduce the low-
temperature conductivity below the boundary-limited
value and still leave a T' slope, and Taylor et al. 52

have shown that dislocations may have the same
effect. However, elimination of the effects of either
scattering from the data would serve only to increase
the observed conductivity and thus the discrepancy in
the proportionality constant.

Casimir lastly assumed diffuse reflection of the

'2 A. Taylor, H. R. Albers, and R. O. Pohl, J. Appl. Phys. 36,
2270 (~965).

phonons at the crystal boundaries. Relaxation of this
assumption to include some amount of specular reQec-
tion is the only remaining way to explain the larger
experimental proportionality constant. Specular reAec-

tion increases the phonon mean free path and thus the
proportionality constant, as calculations and experi-
ments of Herman et u/. ""have shown. It is surprising,
however, that such specular reflection is independent of
frequency. Experiments to clarify this problem and
the question of dislocation scattering in the crystal
bulk are taken up in Sec. V. Even though the precise
nature of boundary scattering is yet to be investigated,
the already demonstrated frequency independence of
boundary scattering justifies use of Eq. (3) to calculate
rii ' for use in Eq. (1).

Boledary Egect Data-

Conductivities calculated for the boundary-eGect
data are given by the three lower, solid curves in Fig. 1.
The Debye model is certainly able to describe the data
when 7& ' is varied by a factor of 8, though curves for
the two smallest crystals do rise about 15% above the
data near the conductivity peak. The success of this Gt
is not suQicient to prove correct either the Debye model
or the choice of 7. p ', but such success is necessary
before proceeding to a more demanding test employing
the frequency-dependent vq '. First, however, there

TAaz, z II. Various parameters for crystals used in
testing the Debye model. '

Crystals
shown in

Fig. Curve
'Pg ~Li
in LiF

A for
7y '=A. AT» rg 1 from9« ' Eq (3)

('K) 4g (105 sec 1)

Sample
dimensions

(mm)

1 (A)
(~)
(c)
(D)

4 (A)b
(B)
(c)
(D)

99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
97.2
92.6
50.8

0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.126
0.318
1.20

4.04
6,82

12,4
32.1

4.04
5.09
5.67
5.83

7.55 X6 97 X60
4.24 X3.77 X50
2.17 X2.10 X40
1.23 Xo 91 X23
7 55 X6 97 X60
5.58 X5.1o X6o
5.77 X5.14 X39
5.06 X5.0o X40

v U ' as given by Eq. (5) is the same for all crystals.
b Curve (A) is for the same crystal in Figs. 1 and 4.

3. The Debye Model

The test of the Debye model proceeded as follows":
Eq. (1) was fit to the data of the largest isotopically
pure crystal shown in Fig. $ by employing the method
outlined in Sec. III. The results are given by the top,
solid curve in Fig. 1, and the zU ' so determined was
considered fixed for all the other crystals. The model was
then tested by observing its ability to predict the
measured conductivities when calculated relaxation
rates for first the boundary and. then the isotope effects
were varied over the maximum experimental range.
Parameters relevant to the boundary and, isotope fits
are given in Table II.
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are two further points to be made about the boundary
effect.

Carruthers' has challenged on theoretical grounds
the addition of relaxation rates assumed in the fit. He
showed that 7.g ' could be added to the bulk relaxation
rate only if r~ ' then depended on that bulk rate. This
situation arises, in essence, because boundary scattering
results in a boundary-value problem rather than the
problem of a homogeneously dispersed scatterer. Using
a simple model, Carruthers found that v.g ' must be
decreased by a factor of 2 as the bulk scattering shifts
from Tg ((7g to T p ))v~ . If such an effect were
included in the present fit to the boundary eRect, the
theoretical curves would rise even farther above the
data. However, this result should be taken more as
criticism of the Debye model or the choice of rg '
than of Carruthers's results.

Another aspect of the boundary value problem gives
information about the normal process relaxation rate
7~ ', Klemens" and then Sussman and Thellung'"' have
shown that when r,~ '&&7.I, ' and w~

' is greater than
other resistive scattering rates, a Poiseuille Row of
the crystal phonons results. The low-temperature con-
ductivity should then be proportional to d'T7 or d'T'.
The same result was obtained by Gurzi, "and the prob-
lem has been examined more recently by Guyer and
Krumhansl. "The Poiseuille Bow region has apparently
been observed by Mezhov-Deglin" in the conductivity
of solid He', but since the observed conductivity of
LiF goes as dT' up to 6 K and then decreases because
of resistive scattering, no Poiseuille liow region exists
in even isotopically pure LiF. Furthermore, it must be
that r~ '(rg '=].06 sec ' below 6 K. This result
could not have been obtained from the usual use of
Callaway's theory because that theory neglects the
boundary-value nature of surface scattering and would

predict no effect of normal processes when y~ is in-

dependent of frequency, as is the case for the boundary-
limited conductivity.

IsotoPe Egect Data, -

The depression of the conductivity with increasing
isotopic disorder is shown in Fig. 4. The symmetry of
this depression on a log-log plot should I1ot obscure the
fact that while isotope scattering causes the separation
of the curves near 100 K, boundary scattering causes
the separation near ]. K. The dominance of boundary
scattering at low temperatures, which is required in
order to calculate 7~ ' for a crystal from its low-

temperature data, is shown in Fig. 3 where open circles
for the smaller crystals of Fig. 4 and a closed circle for
the largest crystal, which was used for both the bound-

"J.A. Sussman and A. Thellung, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London)
81, 1122 (1963).

'4'R. N. Gurzi, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 46, 719 (1964) t English
transl. : Soviet Phys. —JETP 19, 490 (1964)g."L.P. Mezhov-Deglin, Zh. Kksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 49, 66 {1965)
I English transL: Soviet Phys. —JETP 22, 47 (1966)].
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ary and isotope effects, agree well with the average slope.
All crystals in Fig. 4 were annealed before sandblasting
the surfaces.

The results of the Debye-model fit are shown as the
solid curves in Fig. 5. These curves have a skewed peak
near 20 K rather than a symmetric peak at 15 K, and
the calculated isotope eRect is about a factor of 2 weaker
than that shown by the data.

One must first suspect the data, especially as to the
eRect of crystal impurities which may mask or even
duplicate the isotope eRect. Such impurity effects are
of concern, but convincing evidence that Fig. 4 repre-
sents only the isotope effect, except near the peak of the
purest crystal, is shown in Fig. 6 where the data of Fig. 4
are compared with the recent isotope-effect data of
Herman and Brock. ' The disagreement at low tem-
peratures and at the peak of the highest curves is dis-
cussed in Sec. V and undoubtedly results from scatter-
ing by the dislocations Herman and Block observed in
their crystals. The close agreement at higher tempera-
tures of data taken by separate experimenters on dif-

FrG. 4. Thermal conductivity of LiF showing the eRect of
isotopes. j~'Li in LiF: (A) 99.99, (8) 97.2, (C) 92.6 (natural
LiF), (D} 50.8. Mean crystal widths: (A) 7.25 mm, {B}5.33 mm,
(C) 5.44 mm, (D) 5.03 mm. Crystals A, 3, and C were regrown
at Cornell from ORNL and Harshaw starting materials. Crystal
D, and crystals of 87.6 j& and 69.1% 'LiF which are not included
because of close duplication of existing data were grown at
ORNL.
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ferent cryostats using crystals grown at four different
locations is convincing proof that both sets of data are
reliable. The theoretical model must therefore be
examined.

In the next attempt at explaining the poor isotope-
effect 6t without invoking normal processes, the eRects
of various possible corrections to the relaxation times
entering into the theory were assessed: (a) The con-
stant term in 7I ' was increased on the assumption
that (v ') had been underestimated by Houston's
approximation. However, even with the A for 51%
'LiF doubled, the theoretical peak was 25% above the
data and still had the same skewed shape. (b) r p ' was
modi6ed by replacing e "~ by a constant. This ex-
ponential term adjusted the peak conductivity of the
isotopically pure crystal and was the term most likely
to be influenced by residual impurities. Though the
isotopically pure crystal could no longer be fit, the
addition of isotope scattering still resulted in skewed
curves similar to those in Fig. 5. (c) 7 ~ wa, s again
modified, this time by replacing x'T'e "~' by a, dis-
location scattering rate proportional to o&. However,
dislocations scattering as co were not observed in this
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FIG. 5. Theoretical fit to the isotope-effect data. Symbols
represent the same data as shown in Fig. 4. Solid curves are cal-
culated from Eq. (1) in which the effects of normal processes are
not included.

FIG. 6. Comparison of Fig. 4 with the isotope-effect data of
Berman and Brock. Symbols represent the same data as shown in
Fig. 4. The solid curves give data from Berman and Brock (see
Ref. 30) for the following percentages of 'Li in LiF starting with
the top curve: 99.98, 95.4, 9.6(=90.4), 75.0, and 49.9.

experiment because as soon as dislocation scattering
visibly depressed the computed conductivity peak, the
low-temperature conductivity varied less strongly than
T'. (d) An extra term in r U

' proportional to the A of
Eq. (4) was considered. The possibility of such a varia-
tion was calculated by Carruthers" after being used
by Toxen' to fit his conductivity data on Ge-Si alloys.
However, A increases by a factor of 10 in going from the
97% to the 51% 'LiF crystal, whereas the theoretical
curves of Fig. 5 deviate from the data by about the
same factor of 2 for those crystals.

Since no straightforward correction to rg improved
the isotope fit, the eRects of the acoustic approximation
and Debye density of states were considered. Calcula-
tions by Karo" and by Karo and Hardy" show that
the frequency distribution in I.iF is not well described
by the Debye density of states, and measurements by
Clusius et al." of the temperature dependence of

"P. Carruthers, Phys. Rev. 126, 1448 (1962)."A. M. Toxen, Phys. Rev. 122, 450 (1961}."A. M. Karo, J. Chem. Phys. 31, 1489 (1959)."A. M. Karo and J. R. Hardy, Phys. Rev. 129, 2024 (1.963).60K. Clusius, J. Goldmann, and A. Perlick, Z. gg, tgrforgqh.
4A, 424 (1949).
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Q~n, which indicates the departure from a Debye density
of states, showed 0'n(70 K)=610'K as opposed to the
0 K extrapolated value of 722 K reported by Scales."
Though dispersion could therefore seriously modify
the assumed density of states, the fact that Scales has
shown 0'n to be linear up to 14 K implies that the
Debye density of states is a reasonable approximation
at least up to the conductivity maximum. It can also
be shown that separation of the polarization contribu-
tions to the conductivity is of little help in matching
the isotope data, at least up to 14 K.

The major approximation yet to be considered is the
neglect of normal processes. Though normal processes
can offer no resistance to the heat Qow in a nondispersive
crystal, they can funnel phonons into modes already
depleted by isotope scattering and thereby increase the
eRective isotope-scattering rate. No other process
appears capable of giving the enhanced isotope-
scattering rate required to fit the data. In this indirect
way the poor Debye-model fit shows the importance of
normal processes in LiF and the necessity of using
some theory, such as Callaway's, which includes
normal processes in the computation of the thermal
conductivity.

Herman and Hrock" arrived at the same conclusion
and then went on to show directly that Callaway's
theory could fit their isotope-eRect data. They also
showed that Klemens's theory, Ziman's theory, and
the first term of Callaway's theory would not fit the
data. Their computed normal process contribution to
the conductivity varied rapidly with 3, as was expected,
and peaked sharply at 20 K. It is interesting to note
that just such a contribution is required to make the
curves of Fig. 5 6t the data. Though substantial dis-
location scattering is exhibited by Herman and Hrock's

crystals, it is likely, as discussed in the next section,
that such scattering had no serious effect on their Q.t.
Their paper should be consulted for the best relaxation
rates presently available for LiF. ~& ' as given by
Eq. (5) has been proved incorrect.

Further progress in understanding the isotope effect,
and thermal conductivity generally, now' depends on
several factors. More reliable theoretical values for
v & ' and r U

' are certainly required. The present forms
are at best only indicated by theory and experiment,
though ultrasonic attenuation experiments in LiF by
de Klerk and Klemens" lend support to Herman and
Brock's choice of 7-~ '. However, other experiments by
Baumann" and Pohl" show that even a more careful
single-mode approximation to r~ ' and ~ p ' may not
suKce because they apparently 6nd a strong interaction
between impurity scattering and intrinsic processes.
Further theoretical and experimental work is also re-
quired on boundary and dislocation scattering. This
point is amplified in the next section. Future theories

"J.de Klerk and P. G. Klemens, Phys. Rev. 147, 585 (1966).' F. C. Baumann and R. O. Pohl (to be published}."R. O. Pohl (to be published).

should also consider dispersion and phonon polariza-
tion in the actual crystals, a project already initiated
by Holland. " Despite these difhculties, Callaway's
theory is sufIicient to match the LiF isotope eRect data.
The success of the Debye model at matching the
boundary-eRect data most likely resulted from a small
interaction between frequency-independent boundary
scattering and normal processes.

V. BOUNDARY SCATTEMNG

A. The Mechanism

Boundary scattering in crystals with sandblasted or
otherwise roughened surfaces has usually been con-
sidered as a diffuse reAection of phonons from rough
crystal surfaces much as light is diRusely rejected
from ground-glass surfaces. On that assumption,
Herman et al." have theoretically related phonon
scattering and surface roughness. However, Worlock'4
has more recently suggested that boundary-scattering
results when phonons are scattered from a large density
of dislocations just beneath a roughened surface.
Though the details of the scattering mechanism are
as yet unknown, the evidence to be described greatly
favors Worlock's model. In particular, etch and polish
experiments not only show the presence of dislocations
below a roughened surface but also demonstrate their
important effect on the thermal conductivity. Further-
more, a similarity is observed between boundary scat-
tering and scattering by dislocations introduced during
gl owth.

The necessary initial evidence that a large density of
dislocations exists beneath a sandblasted surface was
provided by sandblasting a crystal, cleaving per-
pendicularly to the sandblasted surface, and etching.
The observed dislocation density was greater than 10'
cm ' in the first 0.02 mm below the surface, fell to 10
cm by 0.05 mm, and reached the average value of
5&(10' cm ' by 0.5 mm. Only the average density was
observed below a cleaved surface. The etching solu-
tion was that reported by Gilman and Johnston. "

The effect of the greatly damaged surface layer was
ascertained by chemically polishing oQ 0.05 mm from a
crystal sandblasted after an anneal. The low-tempera-
ture conductivity of this polished crystal varied as
T'", and EjTs was approximately 40% higher than
before the polish. Though this experiment showed that
a greatly damaged layer is required for obtaining the
usual boundary scattering, the contributions of surface
roughness and dislocations to the scattering in that
layer were not separated. In eRect, polishing removed
both sources of scattering by not only smoothing the
surfaces but also eliminating the most dislocated region.
Nonetheless, the experiment did isolate the eBect of
scattering by dislocations more than 0.05 mm below a

'4 J. J. Gilman and W. G. Johnston, in Solid State Physics,
edited by P. Seitz and D. Turnbull iAcademic Press Inc., New
York, I962), Vol. 13, p. 148.
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sandblasted surface if the polished surface itself is
assumed to offer no thermal resistance.

In order to assess the amount of dislocation scat-
tering below the polished surface, the crystal was
vacuum annealed for 1 h at 50 C below the melting
point and cooled to room temperature over 10 h. This
procedure, which was used for all crystal annealing,
reduced the dislocation density at the surface" from
about 107 cm ' to a pattern of small-angle grain bound-
aries separated by about 0.2 mm with dislocation den-
sities less than 10' cm ' in between. The boundary-
limited conductivity varied approximately as T2 4 and.

was a factor of 2 higher than after the polish. Therefore,
except for ambiguities caused by differences in surface
scattering between polished and thermally etched sur-
faces, dislocation densities found more than 0.05 mm
below sandblasted surfaces are suAicient to contribute
greatly to the thermal resistivity. Dislocations in the
6.rst 0.05 mm must contribute even more so. This in-
formation could not have been obtained by annealing
a sandblasted surface because annealing both removes
dislocations and greatly smooths the surface by thermal
etching.

Further evidence for a dislocation mechanism in
boundary scattering is shown in Fig. 7 by the similarity
of curves for sandblasted crystals with and without a
high dislocation density in the crystal interior. Curves
(A) and (C) are taken from Fig. 1 and represent an-
nealed and sandblasted crystals approximately 4&4
mm and 2)&2 mm, respectively, in cross section. Curve
(B) is for a 5X5-mm crystal cleaved from the same
boule but not annealed before sandblasting. The en-
hanced "boundary" scattering in the 5&5-mm crystal
results from a dislocation density of 1&(10' cm ' in-
troduced by chance into the original boule during
growth. These dislocations gave, in conjunction with a
sandblasted surface, the same effect as boundary
scattering in a 3&3-mm crystal even up to and over the
conductivity peak where intrinsic scattering is import-
ant. Taylor et al. 52 observed the same apparent bound-
ary effect with dislocations introduced into LiF by
bending.

The precise role played by dislocations in boundary
scattering must now be analyzed by theory, and the
question of whether surface roughness plays any role
at all will probably await that analysis because of the
experimental difhculties in separating completely the
effects of surface roughness and dislocations. Calcula-
tions by Carruthers" and Bross" of phonon scattering
from arrays of dislocations give no clue as to the origin
of boundary scattering. Theories for phonon scattering
from single dislocations worked out by Klemens' "

65 Annealing is especially effective on dislocations less than
0.2 mm below the surface. See A. D. Podlesnaya, E. I. Raikhel's,
I. V. Smushkov, and V. M. Trembach, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR
161, 821 (1965) t English transl. : Soviet Phys. —Doklady 10, 358
(1965)3.

66 H. Bross, Z. Physik 189, 33 (1966).
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I'n. 7. Thermal conductivity of isotopically pure~~I. iF showing
an apparent boundary effect caused by dislocations. Mean
crystal widths: (A) 4.00 mm, (3) 5.03 mm but containing 1X10'
dislocations cm ', (C) 2.14 mm. Curves (A) and (C) are taken
from Fig. 1. All crystals are sandblasted.

and Carruthers" predict a T' dependence of the low-
temperature conductivity rather than the T' required
for boundary scattering, though a T' dependence has
indeed been observed by Sproull et. al. ' and Moss" for
dislocations introduced into LiF by compression. How-
ever, even when a T' dependence is observed, neither
Klemens's nor Carruthers's theory can predict the ob-
served magnitude of the scattering, as has been most
recently pointed out by Moss."

"R. I.. Sproull, M. Moss, and H. Weinstock, J. Appl. Phys.
30, 334 (1959)."M. Moss, J. Appl. Phys. 36, 3308 (1965)."M. Moss, J. Appl. Phys. 37, 4168 (1966).

B. Characteristics of the Mechanism

Several characteristics of boundary scattering, such
as the influence of Aame-polished or ground crystal
surfaces on the temperature variation of the conduc-
tivity, have already been described by Herman et al."
The present experiments represent an extension of their
efforts to include more controlled variations of the sur-
face damage and associated dislocation densities.
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The close control of the surface damage given by the
usual sandblasting has already been evidenced in

Eq. (6) by the 10'%%u~ reproducibility of the boundary-
limited conductivity. A further demonstration of this
control was obtained by an experiment shown in Fig. 8
on a E/T' plot. A Harshaw crystal was first annealed
and sandblasted with results given by the open triangle
below the solid line, which has the same average slope
determined in Fig. 3. The crystal was then annealed to
remove surface dislocations (top triangle) and resand-

blasted; and, as is shown by following the arrows, the
resandblasting very nearly restored the original bound-

ary scattering. Such reproducibility was obtained by
sandblasting all crystals with an S. S. White Industrial
Airbrasive Unit using 27-p, A1203 particles powered
with dry nitrogen at 80 psi. The crystal was held about
2 in. from the unit's nozzle, and sandblasting was

continued until all sides sca, ttered light diffusely to the
naked eye.

The surface damage variations evident in Fig. 8 not
only demonstrate reproducibility, but also force an-

other, rather startling conclusion. The proportionality
of the boundary-limited conductivity to T' is not at
all unique for any one crystal size but varies greatly
depending on the density and distribution of disloca-
tions in the crystal. This conclusion, which had been

indica. ted by Worlock, " is most graphically illustrated

by the experiment shown by the filled circles at d=5.5
mm in Fig. 8. The lowest circle represents an abra, ded
and sandblasted crystal of natural LiF regrown at
Cornell and containing dislocations. The results of two
anneals and a sandblasting are shown by subsequent
circles as indicated by the arrows. Even though E/T'
was varied by more than a factor of 3, the boundary-
limited conductivity was still proportional to T3, and
boundary scattering was therefore still independent of
phonon frequency. Furthermore, since the phonon
mean free path after the second anneal was more than
twice the crystal width, the boundary scattering was

largely specular.
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FxG. 8. Low-temperature conductivity divided by T' and
plotted against crystal width to show annealing eRects. The
solid line is that determined in Fig. 3. Error bars also have the
same meaning as in Fig. 3. Arrows show the order of the experi-
ments discussed in the text.

FIG. p. Thermal conductivity of a natural LiF crysta»»wing
annealing eRects on sandblasting damage and internal dislocations.
Closed triangles: cleaved from boule containing dislocations,
abraded, and sandblasted. Closed circles: annealed. Open circles:
annealed again. Open triangles: sandblasted.

The behavior of this specular reHection is better seen
in Fig. 9 by direct examination of conductivity data for
the experiment just described. The lowest curve in the
figure is for the abraded and sandblasted crystal,
closed circles give the first anneal, open circles the
second, and open triangles the results of the sand-

blasting. The most interesting observation is that the
higher the boundary-limited conductivity, the lower the
temperature below which the conductivity varies as
T'. Therefore, the lower the dislocation density near
the surface, the more specular reHection given by
boundary sca, ttering, and the lower the temperature
(and thus phonon frequency) below which the scatter-
ing is independent of phonon frequency. Eventually,
as in the chemical polish experiment, the dislocation
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density can be lowered to such an extent that the con-
ductivity never varies as T', at least above 1. K.
Theory must now cope with a frequency-independent
dislocation scattering which can be both diffuse and
specular, though it may well be that lower dislocation
densities give a less effective shielding of a specularly
reQecting surfa, ce and that such shielding improves with
increasing phonon wavelength. More quantita, tive
mea, surements of dislocation densities produced both
after sandblasting and after annealing would prove
valuable for any theoretical efforts.

The puzzling frequency-independent specular reAec-
tion found necessary in Sec. IV to explain the 15 to
20%%uo difference between theory and Eq. (6) ha, s now
been shown to be a basic property of the boundary-
scattering mechanism. It can no longer be assumed that
sandblasting will give a boundary-limited conductivity
in agreement with Casimir's theory. Agreement with
Casimir s theory could have been obtained in I.iF
only by introducing more dislocations than given by
the standard sandblasting. In fact, two crystals abraded
with one sandpaper did follow Casimir s predictions,
KjdTs being, resPectively, 17 and 22%% below the ex-
perimental average; but the crystal surfaces were
severely scratched, the region of dislocation densities
greater than 10" cm ' extended to 0.1 mm below the
surface, and the average interior dislocation density was
double tha, t observed after a normal sandblasting.
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C. Dislocation Effects

The eRects of grown-in dislocations not only com-
plement information already obtained on surface
scattering but also lead to a better understanding of
annealing effects and bulk. dislocation scattering in
both the present crystals and in those measured by
Berman and Brock. For instance, it has already been
shown in Fig. 7 that a sandblasted crystal with 1)&10'
cm—' grown-in dislocations gives a T' conductivity.
Such behavior proves that these dislocations scatter
phonons independently of frequency or at least very
nearly so. It also follows that great densities of disloca-
tions, such as those found below a sandblasted surface,
are not necessary for frequency-independent scattering
by these dislocations. The T"' conductivity measured
during the polish experiment probably resulted from
some phonon scattering from the specularly reQecting
surfaces rather than from a frequency dependence in
the dislocation sca, ttering.

The inhuence of scattering from smooth surfaces on
scattering by disloca, tions in the bulk is better demon-
strated in Fig. 10, where curve (A) shows the effect of
1&&10' cm ' grown-in dislocations in an as-cleaved
crystal. The conductivity varies as T' "from 1.25—7 K.
Since the same dislocation densities in a sandblasted
crystal gave a T' conductivity, the T' "variation can
only have resulted from frequency-dependent specular
reaction at the cleaved crystal surfaces. Some estimate

FIG. 10. Thermal conductivity of an isotopically pure I.iF
crystal showing effects of dislocations and annealing. (A)
as-cleaved crystal containing 1&(10' dislocations cm ', (B)
annealed; (C) annealed again; (D) sandblasted. Curve (D) is
the top curve in Figs. 1, 4, and 5.

of the surface scattering alone was gained by two suc-
cessive anneals of the crystal resulting in curves (8)
and (C). However, though the disloca, tions were largely
annealed out so that only the surface should have been
scattering, the curve's height and slope of about 22 4

were partly dependent on measurement geometry be-
cause the average phonon mean free path of about 2 cm
was greater than the 1.5 cm between a gradient ther-
mometer and crystal heater or heat sink.

Curve (D) in Fig. 10 resulted after sandblasting the
annealed crysta, l. The increase in conductivity in going
from the as-cleaved crystal containing dislocations to
the annealed and sandblasted crystal proves that
annealing out of dislocations rather than colloid pro-
duction was responsible for the change in conductivity
during annealing. Though Worlock'4 also found a T'
slope after annealing his crystals to produce colloids,
his conductivities were greatly reduced by colloid pro-
duction even though his initial crystals were sandblasted.

The effectiveness of annealing for removing disloca-
tion scattering in the crystal bulk is further demon-
strated in Fig. 8. K/Ts before and after annealing and
sandblasting the crystal in Fig. 7 which contained
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1&10 cm ' grown-in dislocations is given by the closed
triangles. The same experiment on the abraded and
sandblasted crystal for which K/T' was 22% below the
average line is given by the closed circles at 2 mm. The
closed circles at 5.5 mm have already been discussed.

The data in Fig. 8 also show that the point in the
figure labeled (B), which gives the average E/T' for
six LiF crystals measured by Herman and Brock, must
represent an important amount of dislocation sca, tter-
ing. They report a dislocation density of about 2&(10"
cm ~. Therefore, as soon as boundary and dislocation
scattering are better understood, Callaway's theory
should be tested a,gainst the data of Fig. 4, especially
since BerITlan and Block partly determined 7'~ from
low-temperature data which were strongly inAuenced

by dislocation scattering. Nonetheless, the effect of
dislocations on their isotope effect fit may well be slight
because the Debye-model fit to the boundary effect in
Fig. 1 and similarity of boundary and dislocation scatter-
ing in Fig. 7 show that there is little interaction between
normal processes and both surface and interior disloca-
tion scattering, at least for dislocations introduced into
the interior during growth. i%or should any interaction
be expected when such dislocations scatter indepen-
dently of frequency.

VI. SUMMARY

Analysis of thermal conductivity data for LiE' crystals
of varying size, surface treatment and isotopic com-
position has led to the following conclusions: (a) The
Debye-model formulation of the thermal conductivity,
in which normal processes are neglected, is not able to
fit the isotope-effect data, and normal processes are
shown to provide the only means for improving the
fit. The data agree with similar data reported by Berman
and Brock and fit by them using Callaway's theory.
(b) No Poiseuille flow region is observed in isotopically
pure LiF, so r~ '(re '=10' sec ' below O'K. (c) The
Debye model is able to fit boundary-effect data for

sandblasted crystals. Such success implies a small inter-
action between boundary scattering and normal processes
in LiF. (d) Sandblasting an annealed (dislocation-free)
crystal, l results in a, boundary-limited conductivity pro-
portional to crystal width and T'. For the particular
sandblasting procedure used, the proportionality con-
stant was reproducible to 10% but was 20% higher than
predicted by Casimir. (e) Sandblasting produces dis-
location densities greater than 10" cm ' just below the
crystal surface, which, as Korlock suggests, cause
frequency-independent boundary scattering by some
unknown mechanism. Annealing experiments show this
mechanism to include a frequency-independent specular
reflection, perhaps from the crystal surfaces, which is
required to explain the 20% disagreement with Casimir's
theory. (f) The proportionality of boundary-limited con-
ductivity to T can be varied by up to 250% in LiF, so
exact agreement with Casimir s theory is very likely
fortuitous in any crystal. (g) Grown-in dislocations in
LiF scatter phonons independently of frequency.
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